NOTICE

Name of work: Invitation of competitive bids for supplying and installing Electric Power Generator for Quinta Bharat at Embassy Residence, Caracas

Embassy of India in Caracas invites competitive bids from reputed firms and companies for supplying and installing an Electric Power Generator of 40 KVA (32 KW) 220 V capacity in the Embassy Residence at Quinta Bharat, Country Club, Caracas.

2. Firms must have maintenance and servicing facilities of generator set in Venezuela. The representative of firms/suppliers may visit the site, for assessment of the requirements and formulation of the quotation, by taking prior appointment from Embassy of India, Caracas. Clarifications, if any, regarding the tender document or Contents therein may be sought by e-mail (hoc.caracas@mea.gov.in).

3. A brief terms & conditions, scope of work, schedule of quantities and proforma for submission of quotations are enclosed. The supplier shall sign every page of documents and submit the sealed envelope to Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, Quinta Tagore No.12, La Floresta, Caracas. The tender document can be downloaded from the following websites:
   https://www.eprocure.gov.in/epublish/app

4. Schedule for submission/opening of bids:

| Last Date, Time & Place for submission of Competitive bids | 23 March at 1300 hrs, Mr. Kaushik Roy Chowdhury, HOC, Quinta Tagore, No.12, Avenida San Carlos, La Floresta, Caracas-1060-A |
| Date, Time & Place of bid’s Opening | 24 March at 1400 hrs, Quinta Tagore, No.12, Avenida San Carlos, La Floresta, Caracas-1060-A |

5. The bids will be accepted only upon verification and fulfillment of the eligibility criteria mentioned in the tender document. The Embassy is not bound to accept the lowest tender and reserves the right to partially accept or reject any or all the tender (s) or part thereof, without assigning any reasons.

(Kaushik Roy Chowdhury)
Head of Chancery
Embassy of India, Caracas
Phone: (58-212) 285 7887 / 285 3806